The children had a great day on Friday with the Yvonne Arnaud Youth Theatre. They took
part in a variety of workshops involving different creative Greek activities and acting. Thank
you for providing the children with such brilliant costumes! Please hold on to their
costumes as the children will need them for our Topic Afternoon on the 29th March. You
are invited to Year Three from 2.00 pm to see all of their amazing topic work. You are
welcome to take your children home once you have viewed their work.

English
This week our writing has been based around
learning what life was like as a Greek hoplite. The
children researched great battles, training, tactics,
weapons and clothing. This culminated in the
children writing their own ‘Guide to being an
Ancient Greek Soldier’.

Time Machines
Tuesday 26th March is our much awaited Time Machine Day. We will spend the day
designing , making and evaluating our time machines so please send your resources in to
school on Monday.

Maths
We have been learning to recognise different
angles and to use a protractor. The children
had great fun learning the ‘Angles Song’ and
have enjoyed using the interactive link for
measuring angles.

Spellings

www.youtube.com/watch?v=vB9Fax-9nAs

chronology

Pewley Downs

Follow this link to revise at home.

chronological

On Wednesday 3rd April we will be visiting Pewley Downs to look for signs of Spring. If you
are able to accompany us, please speak with your child’s class teacher. Children will need
to change into their joggers and trainers before we leave.

Visit to Pewley

chronic
Topic

chronicle

We had great fun learning about life as an
Ancient Greek during our ‘Greek Day’ when
the Yvonne Arnaud Theatre visited. We also
learnt about Arachne, weaving our own
spiders webs, printed our own Greek patterns
and even made some Greek food!

tempo
temporary
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finally
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On the morning of Thursday 4th April the Y3 children will be visiting our Y2 friends at
Pewley to share their amazing Greek myths.

